
Extremely energy efficient with a high
C.O.P of 16.4
Industry leading soft start, full step-less
DC inverter
Professional WiFi controller with
smartphone application for remote
operation
Whisper quiet twin rotary Mitsubishi
compressor
Durable twisted titanium heat
exchanger
Sleek anti rust ABS casing designed
and built for harsh Australian
conditions
Premium user friendly touch screen
LCD display with built in timers

Features:

Water TechniX Paradise Heaters 
Dive into a world of poolside perfection with the Water TechniX Paradise Pool Heat Pump!
Experience the pinnacle of energy efficiency with its high C.O.P of 16.4 and whisper-quiet
operation. Control your oasis with a professional WiFi controller and enjoy the durable build, sleek
design, and cooling capability.

Who is Water TechniX?
Scan to find out more
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ECO mode to heavily reduce power costs
Super quiet operation at 40dB, compared to
a human conversation at 60dB.
Heating up to 40’C and cooling down to 8‘C 
Horizontal front discharge air flow Internal
safety flow switch
Eco friendly R32 refrigerant gas
Twin Coil Evaporator with automatic defrost
mode for optimum performance
All models are single phase and required to
be hard wired  by an electrician. 
6 models up to 25kW for most pools

A sleek premium anti corrosion ABS plastic case with a state of the art, easy-to-read LCD screen,
built-in WiFi and smartphone app so you can easily monitor the temperature from anywhere in
the world. The Paradise also has a CHILL function, getting the pool down to a fresh 8 degrees
celsius or up to a whopping 40 degrees celsius. Compatible with salt, chlorine and magnesium
pools.



Engineered with a twin rotary Mitsubishi DC compressor coupled with an advanced ventilation
system, the Paradise is one of the most efficient heaters on the market today with an average COP
of 14 and an extremely efficient maximum COP of 16.4. Delivering market leading Smart Inverter
technology ensures the Paradise is whisper quiet, operating at only 39dB(A) while in Silent mode.
Putting that into perspective, a normal human conversation is at 60dB(A). 

Whats in the box:
Water TechniX Paradise Hearter
Easy fit unions
Drain Hose
Mounting pads
Instructions

Warranty:
10 year warranty on the titanium heat
exchanger
6 year warranty on the mitsubishi
compressor
2 year warranty on auxiliary parts
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